
Huang Di Nei Jing

Ling Shu - Pivotal Spirit

Ch 33: Treatise on the Seas

Huang Di wants to know more about 
the 4 seas and the 12 channels.

Qi Bo says the 12 channels flow in all 
directions and converge in the 4 seas.

The seas of: 
• Qi
• Nutrition
• Blood
• Marrow



4 Seas - 4 Depths

The 4 seas constitute one harmonious sea 
with 4 depths

Each depth has a specific atmosphere 

Upwards & downwards movement is 
constant

Resources move inwards & outwards within 
the energy system 



4 Sea Relationships

Energy flows from the Sea of Qi
down towards the Sea of Marrow 

Energy flows equally in the 
opposite direction

Post-natal Jing complements 
pre-natal Jing and vice versa



Surplus energy always trickles down to fill 
the deepest lying depots

Energy and resources travel up and down 
in a continuum 

- from the superficial to the deep in times 
of abundance 

- from the deep to the superficial in times 
of crisis and scarcity 

Energy Transfer Between the 4 Seas



Deepest Level - Sea of Marrow

The seabed. Caverns and strange, cave-dwelling creatures. 
Darkness and stillness. Massive pressure. 

The Abyss.



Third Level - Sea of Blood

We travel upwards - the water is viscous and dense, slightly more oxygen. 
Smoother circulation. Pressure is compact. Darkness reigns. 

Creatures are red or black for camouflage.



Second Level - Sea of Nutrition

Rising further - another slight increase in activity. Life is more abundant 
The water is lighter, more translucent, free flowing 

Twilight zone.



Superficial Level - Sea of Qi

The surface. Abundant light & heat. Fast-moving life forms 
Creatures thrive in the thin, oxygen-rich waters

No pressure - a mixture of air and water 
The Sunlight Zone



Sea of Marrow

Characteristics: brain, spinal cord & marrow, ancestral lineage & heritage

Level: deepest
Time frame: longest & slowest
Core body zone: back & top of head, spine, sacrum, coccyx

Abundance: lightness, agility, great strength, 
ability to accomplish things normally beyond one’s capacity

Insufficiency: aching legs, lethargy & sleepiness, 
vertigo, ringing in the ears, dizziness, loss of vision 



Sea of Marrow



Sea of Blood

Level: deep
Time frame: long and slow
Core body zone: medial aspect of legs and arms, 
abdomen, diaphragm, chest

Excess: the body feels large, moodiness, 
unable to say where one is sick

Insufficiency: the body feels small and cramped, 
unable to say where one is sick or what the problem is

Characteristics: Chong Mai, blood vessels, emotional memory depot



Sea of Blood



Sea of Nutrition

Characteristics: digestion, nourishment, resting states

Level: below the surface
Time frame: down-time, twilight
Core body zone: eyes, cheeks, abdomen, thighs, calves & feet 

Excess: abdominal fullness

Insufficiency: hunger, inability to eat/digest food



Sea of Nutrition



Sea of Qi

Characteristics: Activity, alertness, waking states

Level: superficial
Time frame: now!
Core body zone: ears, throat, neck, shoulders, chest, 
arms & hands

Excess: red face, rapid breathing, fullness in chest

Insufficiency: breath is weak & speaking difficult



Sea of Qi



Sea of Qi

Energy ascends

Sympathetic mode: movement outwards

Sensory information, exchange across
borders, external response

Skin alert, sensory, muscular activity 

External rejuvenation

Wei Qi dominant



Energy descends

Parasympathetic mode: movement inward

Boundaries dissolve, inner worlds open, 
sense of internal self

Digestion, reparation, regeneration

Internal rejuvenation

Ying Qi dominant

Sea of Nutrition



Root Treatment

Sea of Qi
GV 14 & St 9
CV 17 & CV 6

Sea of Nutrition
St 30 & St 36

Sea of Blood
St 37 + 39 & Bl 11

Sea of Marrow
GV 16 & GV 20

Centering
GV 4 & CV 4


